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I. INTRODUCTION1

A. Identification of Witness2

Q. What is your full name and business address?3

A. My name is David A. Lukowicz.  My business address is 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, 4

Illinois 60563.5

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?6

A. I am employed by Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor 7

Gas” or the “Company”) as the General Manager Customer Care Services - Credit.8

Q. Are you the same David A. Lukowicz who presented Direct Testimony in this 9

proceeding?10

A. Yes.11

B. Purpose of Testimony12

Q. What are the purposes of your rebuttal testimony?13

A. My rebuttal testimony responds to the rebuttal panel testimony of Illinois Commerce 14

Commission (“Commission”) Staff witnesses Jim Agnew and Joan Howard.  My rebuttal 15

testimony also responds to the direct testimony of the following witnesses: (1) American 16

Association of Retired Persons (“AARP”) witness Scott T. Musser; (2) Central Illinois 17

Light Company d/b/a AmerenCILCO, Central Illinois Public Service Company d/b/a 18

AmerenCIPS, and Illinois Power Company d/b/a AmerenIP (“Ameren Illinois Utilities” 19

or “AIU”) witness Laurie H. Karman; (3) AIU witness Joseph M. Solari; (4) City of 20

Chicago (“City”) witness Steven Q. McKenzie; (5) Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. 21

(“CNE”) witness David I. Fein; (6) Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) witness 22
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Charles S. Walls; (7) Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), City of Chicago (City), and The 23

People of the State of Illinois, by and through Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the 24

State of Illinois (the “AG”) (collectively, Government and Consumer Intervenors 25

(“GCI”)) witness Barbara R. Alexander; (8) GCI witness Sandra Marcelin-Remé; 26

(9) Illinois-American Water Company (“IAWC”) witness Frederick L. Ruckman; 27

(10) Local Union No. 15 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-28

CIO (“IBEW”) witness Brian Loomis; (11) South Austin Coalition Community Council 29

(“SACCC”) and Community Action for Fair Utility Practice (“CAFFUP”) (collectively, 30

Low-Income Residential Consumers (“LIRC”)) witness John Howat; (12) LIRC witness 31

Bob Vondrasek; (13) Mt. Carmel Public Utility Co. (“Mt. Carmel”) witness Margaret 32

Felts; (14) MidAmerican Energy Company (“MidAmerican”) witness Gretta Knight; 33

(15) Nicor Gas Energy Services Company, d/b/a Nicor Gas National (“National”) and 34

Prairie Point Energy, LLC d/b/a Nicor Gas Advanced Energy, L.L.C. (“NAE”) witness 35

Lisa Pishevar; (16) The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“PGL”) and North Shore 36

Gas Company (“NS”) (collectively, “PGL/NS”) witness Vincent Gaeto; and 37

(17) Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”), Just Energy Illinois Corp. (“Just 38

Energy”) and Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion Retail”) (collectively, the “Retail Gas 39

Suppliers” or “RGS”) witness Vincent A. Parisi.  I also introduce two other witnesses 40

presenting rebuttal testimony on behalf of Nicor Gas.41

Q. How is your rebuttal testimony organized?42

A. Like Staff, I have organized my rebuttal testimony to generally follow the proposed rule 43

sections from beginning to end.44
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II. SUBPART A: GENERAL45

A. Section 280.05 Policy46

Q. GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé recommended adding a policy section at the 47

beginning of the proposed rule “to include a statement that these rules take 48

precedence over contrary tariff provisions,” and Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew 49

and Ms. Howard testified that they “support the revision offered as new section 50

‘280.05 Policy’ in GCI Exhibit 1.2.”  Marcelin-Remé, GCI Ex. 2.0, 5:112-13; 51

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 3:44-52.1  Please describe the current proposal 52

for inclusion of “policy” language in proposed Part 280.53

A. In supplemental rebuttal testimony (Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J), Staff 54

incorporated the following GCI proposed language as Section 280.05:55

Section 280.05 Policy56

The purpose of this rule is to ensure that essential utility services are 57

provided to and maintained for the People of the State of Illinois, and to 58

establish fair and equitable procedures within the scope of this Part, that 59

take into account the duty of the utility, customer, applicant and occupant 60

to demonstrate good faith and fair dealing.  The policies and procedures 61

outlined in this rule shall take precedence over any inconsistent utility62

tariff, unless the conflicting tariff provision has been specifically approved 63

by the Commission as a waiver or exemption from this rule, and shall be 64

viewed as the minimum standards applicable to gas, electric, water and 65

sanitary sewer utilities.  Utilities that are subject to these rules shall have 66

the ability to expand or supplement the customer rights guaranteed by 67

these provisions as long as those policies are applied in a 68

nondiscriminatory manner.69

Id. at 3.70

                                                          

1  When citing pre-filed testimony, I have provided citations to the page number(s) and line(s) in the format of 
“Page:Line - Page:Line”. 
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Q. What is Nicor Gas’ general response to the proposed policy section?71

A. While Nicor Gas is not opposed in principle to adding a policy statement to the proposed 72

rule, the current proposed language presents a number of issues and should not be 73

adopted.74

Q. The first sentence of proposed Section 280.05 states “[t]he purpose of this rule is to 75

ensure that essential utility services are provided to and maintained for the People 76

of the State of Illinois, and to establish fair and equitable procedures within the 77

scope of this Part, that take into account the duty of the utility, customer, applicant 78

and occupant to demonstrate good faith and fair dealing.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., 79

Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 3.  Have you identified any issues with this proposed 80

sentence?81

A. I have identified some issues, but with some minor edits Nicor Gas can accept 82

incorporation of this sentence into the proposed rule.  While I do not dispute that 83

“ensur[ing] essential utility services are provided to and maintained for the People of the 84

State of Illinois” is one of the purposes or goals of this rule, and a laudable goal at that, 85

the true focus or purpose of Part 280 is to address fairly and reasonably the procedures 86

and circumstances under which utility service, essential or otherwise, may be 87

conditioned, denied or terminated.  The “essential utility service” clause of this sentence 88

does not adequately capture the balancing of competing interests that is at the heart of 89

Part 280.  This issue can be resolved by adding “under reasonable terms and conditions” 90

at the end of that clause.91

The next portion of this sentence (beginning with “to establish fair and equitable 92

procedures …”) is taken from the policy statement contained in Section 280.10 of the 93
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current Part 280, substituting “occupant” for “user.”  Nicor Gas does not take issue with 94

this statement, but believes the meaning of the statement would be clearer to customers 95

and others if it included an actual statement of the general scope of Part 280 instead of 96

the general and non-descriptive “within the scope of this Part” language.  I propose97

replacing this language with “governing eligibility for service, deposits, billing, 98

payments, refunds and disconnection of service for gas, electric, water and sanitary sewer 99

utilities,” which is the statement of scope contained in the title of proposed Part 280.100

Q. Please summarize the language changes to the first sentence of proposed 101

Section 280.05 that would allow Nicor Gas to accept the addition of that sentence.102

A. Nicor Gas proposes and would accept the first sentence of proposed Section 280.05 with 103

the following additional edits (Nicor Gas additional edits shown in color):104

The purpose of this rule is to ensure that essential utility services are 105

provided to and maintained for the People of the State of Illinois under 106

reasonable terms and conditions, and to establish fair and equitable 107

procedures governing eligibility for service, deposits, billing, payments, 108

refunds and disconnection of service for gas, electric, water and sanitary 109

sewer utilities within the scope of this Part, that take into account the duty 110

of the utility, customer, applicant and occupant to demonstrate good faith 111

and fair dealing.112

Q. Have you identified any issues with the second sentence of proposed Section 280.05, 113

which states: “[t]he policies and procedures outlined in this rule shall take 114

precedence over any inconsistent utility tariff, unless the conflicting tariff provision 115

has been specifically approved by the Commission as a waiver or exemption from 116

this rule, and shall be viewed as the minimum standards applicable to gas, electric, 117

water and sanitary sewer utilities.”?  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 3.118
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A. Yes, I have identified a number of issues with this sentence.  Neither GCI nor Staff 119

provides any examples or description of the specific “problem” this language is intended 120

to address or remedy.  If there is an issue, and I do not mean to imply that there is, it 121

would most likely involve a question of whether a tariff provision is in fact “inconsistent” 122

with a provision or requirement of a rule, not whether a tariff takes precedence over a 123

rule or vice versa.  This concern is addressed by providing clear requirements in the rule, 124

not by adding “precedence” language.  For all of these reasons, it is unnecessary to insert 125

“precedence” language in the rule.126

Second, this proposal is not consistent with Staff’s stated attempt to simplify the 127

rule and make it easier to understand by favoring plain language over legal language, 128

favoring an abbreviated format over lengthy paragraphs, and favoring self-contained 129

sections instead of incomplete sections based on implied or explicit incorporations by 130

reference.  See Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 1:16-17, 54:1233-34, 56:1273-75, 131

59:1342-44, 60:1374-78, 71:1615-16.  One would normally expect to find policy or scope 132

statements in the policy section of a rule (such as those contained in the first sentence of 133

proposed Section 280.05), not explicit legal requirements or prohibitions.  Even if there 134

were a need for this language, and there is not, it is confusing and contrary to Staff’s 135

stated intent to insert requirements or directives where one would expect to find them and 136

not bury them in other sections.  The “precedence” language is also vague and confusing 137

itself in that it purports to convert general “policies” contained in the rule into substantive 138

requirements that would somehow invalidate inconsistent specific requirements contained 139

in a Commission approved tariff.  Based on the advice of counsel, it is my understanding 140

that treating general policies as substantive requirements would be contrary to Illinois law 141
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establishing that statements of policy, goals, and intent do not constitute substantive legal 142

requirements.143

Third, the explicit waiver language of this sentence appears to ignore the fact that 144

Part 280 is not new in Illinois.  GCI’s proposed language states that the rule takes 145

precedence over any inconsistent tariff provision “unless the conflicting tariff provision 146

has been specifically approved by the Commission as a waiver or exemption from the 147

rule.”  Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 37:1007-08 (emphasis added).  Since the proposed 148

Part 280 is presented as a complete rewrite of the current rule, this would appear to mean 149

there can be no waivers or exemptions without new orders explicitly granting a waiver or 150

exemption.  While we are operating in a vacuum because the GCI have not provided 151

specific examples of the types of problems they are attempting to address, this proposal is 152

clearly unfair and unreasonable on its face.  While the new proposed Part 280 contains 153

some new requirements and rewrites certain language for clarity, readability and ease of 154

use, a substantial number of requirements in the current rule are carried forward to the 155

new rule.  If the Commission has already determined that a tariff provision is acceptable 156

and proper under the old rule (either as an explicit waiver or implicitly in approving the 157

tariff) and the new rule does not contain new or changed substantive requirements, then 158

there is no reason to treat the prior waiver or approval as invalid.  Not only is this 159

proposal unfair and unreasonable, but it would also be costly and inefficient to re-litigate 160

any such issues.  The proposed “precedence” language is unreasonable and should be 161

rejected.162

Finally, the last clause in this sentence indicates that the “policies and procedures 163

outlined in this rule … shall be viewed as the minimum standards applicable to gas, 164
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electric, water and sanitary sewer utilities.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, 165

p. 3.  Nicor Gas has no objection to the “minimum standards” policy language, provided 166

it is preceded by a reference to “requirements and procedures” rather than “policies and 167

procedures.”  As discussed earlier, statements of policy do not establish substantive 168

requirements.169

Q. The last sentence of proposed Section 280.05 states “[u]tilities that are subject to 170

these rules shall have the ability to expand or supplement the customer rights 171

guaranteed by these provisions as long as those policies are applied in a 172

nondiscriminatory manner.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 3.  Have 173

you identified any issues with this proposed sentence?174

A. The Company opposes the proposed sentence as drafted.  The proposed policy statement 175

contains vague references to guaranteed rights and discusses expanding or supplementing 176

those rights instead of exceeding minimum standards as discussed in the prior sentence.  177

The fact that a utility may exceed minimum standards does not, as suggested by this 178

wording, change the underlying rights of customers.  However, Nicor Gas would neither 179

support nor oppose a policy statement that nothing in Part 280 should be construed to 180

prevent a utility from offering practices and procedures more beneficial than the 181

minimum standards contained in the rule.  While the Company does not see the need for 182

such a statement, it would not oppose inclusion of such a statement.  Consistent with the 183

foregoing, Nicor Gas recommends deletion of this or, in the alternative, replacing the 184

proposed sentence with the following:185

Nothing in this Part 280 should be construed to prevent a utility from 186

offering requirements and procedures more beneficial than the minimum 187

standards contained in the rule.188
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B. Section 280.10 Exemptions189

Q. Please describe Staff’s response to GCI’s suggested edits to the waiver provisions of 190

Section 280.10, and provide the Company’s position on GCI’s proposal and Staff’s 191

response.192

A. Section 280.10 sets forth the process and standards for requesting modification of or 193

exemption from any section of proposed Part 280.  The particular language proposed by 194

Staff appears to be based on and closely tracks the exemption language in Part 410, 195

Section 410.30.  GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé criticized Staff’s proposal as not 196

restricting the Commission from “just taking whatever the utility states is important,” and 197

proposed certain modifications that would limit the Commission’s discretion to grant a 198

waiver.  Marcelin-Reme Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 5:129-34.  Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew 199

and Ms. Howard disagreed with GCI’s assertions and rejected their proposed 200

modifications, explaining that “the concern expressed has less to do with the proposed 201

language and more to do with the review of a petition for exemption and the 202

Commission’s decision.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 3:53-4:71.  Nicor Gas 203

supports Staff’s position in this regard.  The language tracks the exemption language 204

from Section 410.30, as noted above, with some additional criteria to prevent or limit 205

“customer harm.”  Staff’s proposed language requires an entity to justify any exemption, 206

and contains standards to protect consumers and ensure service quality.  The 207

modifications proposed by GCI and rejected by Staff should be rejected by the 208

Commission.209

Q. Please describe Staff’s response to ComEd’s suggested edits to Section 280.10, and 210

provide the Company’s position on ComEd’s proposal and Staff’s response.211
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A. ComEd witness Mr. Walls focused on the language proposed by Staff conditioning a 212

waiver upon a “showing that the modification or exemption … will not … harm 213

consumers,” and indicated that this language would “constitute an unnecessarily 214

impossible barrier” because any waiver, even if beneficial to most consumers, is bound to 215

have some “harmful” side effects for some smaller portion of the consumer population.  216

Walls Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 4:66-72.  Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard 217

did not dispute Mr. Walls’ statements on harm, but rejected ComEd’s proposal to delete 218

the “harm” clause and add “is otherwise just and reasonable under the circumstances.”  219

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 4:73-84.  Staff’s rejection of ComEd’s proposal was 220

based on its view that ComEd’s concern has less to do with the proposed language and 221

more to do with the review of a petition for exemption and the Commission’s decision.  222

Id.  223

Nicor Gas believes Staff misunderstands ComEd’s concern, and Nicor Gas shares 224

the concern expressed by ComEd.  The concern here is not that the Commission has 225

discretion and might exercise it in a manner contrary to a party’s liking.  Rather, the 226

concern is that a component of Staff’s proposed standard for a waiver (i.e., must show no 227

harm to consumers) unduly limits the Commission’s discretion and would unreasonably 228

prevent the Commission from granting a waiver even if it found the harm to consumers to 229

be small and the requested waiver to be justified and beneficial for customers as a whole.  230

Nicor Gas supports ComEd’s position in this regard.  On the other hand, Nicor Gas 231

understands Staff’s desire to introduce a criterion beyond that contained in 232

Section 410.30 that can be used to prevent or limit harm to consumers—an appropriate 233

concern in Part 280.  Nicor Gas believes this gap can be bridged by replacing “or harm 234
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customers” with “and will not unduly or unreasonably harm customers,” and 235

recommends this modification to the proposed rule.  The Company’s proposed language 236

establishes that customers should generally not be harmed by a requested waiver (and 237

may not be unduly or unreasonably harmed), but does not prevent the Commission from 238

granting a waiver where some customers may experience some minimal harm if the 239

Commission finds the waiver otherwise to be justified.240

C. Section 280.20 Definitions241

1. Applicant242

Q. Please indicate The Company’s position on the proposed amendments to the 243

definition of “applicant.”244

A. GCI proposed adding the words “and is not a customer” to the end of the first sentence of 245

the definition, and Staff accepted this modification.  Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 246

38:1018-35; GCI Ex. 1.2, Section 280.20; Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 4:86-5:92.  247

Staff rejected GCI’s additional proposal to delete the final sentence of the draft rule 248

definition, which reads “[s]uccessful applicants immediately become customers.”  Id.  249

Staff explains that clear lines are needed in terms of an applicant’s or customer’s status, 250

and its recommendations are based on this need.  Id.  Nicor Gas concurs with Staff on 251

these issues.  GCI’s proposed deletion would create uncertainty as indicated by Staff.252

2. Guaranteed Payment253

Q. Please indicate the Company’s position on the proposed amendments to the 254

definition of “guaranteed payment.”255
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A. Nicor Gas takes no position on the proposed deletion of this definition by ComEd and 256

Staff’s rejection of that proposal.  Walls Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 5:90-96; Agnew/Howard 257

Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 5:104-6:117.  I would note, however, that Staff accepted new 258

language for Section 280.60(b)(1) that eliminated the reference to “guaranteed payment” 259

in that section, and I find no other references to “guaranteed payment” in the proposed 260

rule.  See Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 22.  If “guaranteed payment” is 261

not used in the rule, there would be no reason for it to be a defined term.262

3. Low Income Customer263

Q. Please indicate the Company’s position on Mt. Carmel’s proposed amendment to 264

the definition of “low income customer” and related reorganization proposal.265

A. Mt. Carmel witness Ms. Felts’ recommended that the definition of “low income 266

customer” should not contain procedural instructions on the duration of qualification 267

once achieved, and that those procedures be moved to the section pertaining to Low 268

Income Customers.  Felts Dir., Mt. Carmel Ex. 1.0, 4:61-5:67.  Staff explained that 269

inclusion of this language was an organizational decision designed to eliminate repetition 270

of the qualification criteria, and rejected these recommendations absent a complete 271

reorganization of the rule.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, .6:126-7:139.  Nicor Gas 272

does not oppose Staff’s language and is neutral on Mt. Carmel’s reorganization proposal, 273

but believes that the “low income customer” definition would be clearer if it were 274

modified to refer to “effective” dates rather than “achieved” or “active” dates.  The 275

Company’s recommended language modifications are as follows:276

Qualification is effective for purposes of this rule when achieved through 277

the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) 278

administrator notifies notifying the customer’s utility of the customer’s 279
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low income status. Unless water and sewer utilities begin participation in a 280

low income assistance program with the LIHEAP agencies, it shall be the 281

individual customer’s responsibility to notify and provide proof to the 282

water and/or sewer utility of the customer’s low income status under the 283

income criteria of Section 6 of the Energy Assistance Act of 1989. 284

Qualifications established on or after September 1 shall remain effective 285

for purposes of this rule active until December 31 of the following year. 286

Qualifications established before September 1 shall remain effective active 287

until December 31 of the current that same year.288

Q. What is the Company’s position on LIRC’s proposed amendment to the definition 289

of “low income customer” and related proposal for reorganization of the proposed 290

rule.291

A. LIRC witness Mr. Howat proposed his own definition of “low income residential 292

customer” and also proposed that all provisions related to low income residential 293

customers be contained in a single section of the rule.  Howat Dir., LIRC Ex. 1.0, 3:1-4:5, 294

7:12-22; LIRC Ex. 1.3.  Staff rejected Mr. Howatt’s proposal to define “low income 295

residential customer” as any residential customer meeting the “income eligibility 296

guidelines of any federal, state, or utility-sponsored low-income energy payment 297

assistance or low-income energy efficiency (or weatherization) program offered in a gas, 298

electric, water or sanitary sewer utility’s service territory.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff 299

Ex. 2.0, 7:141-56.  Staff explained that its LIHEAP eligibility definition is more 300

appropriate because LIHEAP eligibility and assistance relates directly to utility service.  301

Id.  Nicor Gas agrees with Staff’s conclusion and reasoning.  The multiple definitions 302

contained in LIRC’s proposal would also be ambiguous, open-ended, confusing and 303

difficult to implement.  For example, with respect to utility sponsored programs, there is 304

no limitation specified so it could be utility programs offered by overlapping utilities 305

rather than just programs offered to customers by the utility in question.  Utilities could 306
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not possibly monitor the accuracy of customers’ claims that they meet any of the plethora 307

of Federal, State and overlapping utility-run programs that are unspecified in the 308

definition.309

With respect to LIRC’s reorganization proposal, Staff indicated that “[i]f a 310

majority of interveners express support for reorganization, [it] would not oppose a 311

revision to the proposed rule that would combine all rules applicable to low income 312

customers in a single section.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 7:158-8:161.  Nicor 313

Gas offers the following for consideration by Staff.  The current organization of the 314

proposed rule is neither difficult to understand nor confusing.  Since the low income 315

provisions are in fact exceptions to the general rules, it is logical and reasonable to have 316

those exceptions stated immediately after the general rules.  Indeed, Staff advised that it 317

intentionally organized the rule in this logical manner:  “[W]e chose to organize the rules 318

that pertain specifically to low income customers under sub-categorized Sections of their 319

own within the new rules.  These Sections immediately follow the topical Sections that 320

pertain to the subject at hand.”  Agnew/Howard Dir, Staff Ex. 1.0, 5:95-98.  321

Moving the low income provisions from the various rule topics to a new low 322

income section would not change the fact that those provisions are exceptions or changes 323

to the general rules.  It may also cause confusion to include provisions related to the same 324

substantive topic in different sections of the rule.  As discussed above, this is a scenario 325

that Staff indicated it was trying to avoid.  It is also logical to assume that customers and 326

others referring to the rule to obtain information will primarily search for the topic they 327

have an interest in, such as deferred payment arrangements, deposits, or disconnections, 328

rather than a particular customer status (i.e., low income customers).329
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For all the foregoing reasons, Nicor Gas would not recommend reorganizing the 330

rule in the manner suggested by LIRC.  While Nicor Gas would generally be inclined to 331

defer to the consensus of all stakeholders on this non-substantive issue, there is another 332

issue regarding the reorganization proposal that is of concern to Nicor Gas.  LIRC did not 333

present a fully redlined restructuring proposal, and if the rule were to be reorganized care 334

would need to be taken to ensure that the reorganization did not result in inadvertent 335

substantive changes.  Nicor Gas would object to implementing an unspecified 336

reorganization without an opportunity to review and offer testimony on the actual 337

restructuring.  This proceeding is already at the rebuttal testimony phase, and there may 338

not be enough time to implement the proposed restructuring in a manner that allows 339

adequate consideration of this unspecified change.340

Finally, I want to make clear that I am not addressing in this section of my 341

testimony the specific substantive changes proposed by LIRC to other rule sections.  342

Nicor Gas will generally address the individual substantive changes proposed by LIRC in 343

connection with the specific topics to which they relate under the current proposed rule.  I 344

will state, however, that the Company’s general position is that LIRC’s substantive 345

changes are generally one sided and do not strike an appropriate balancing of competing 346

interests.  While the interests of low income customers should certainly be considered, 347

the interests of all customers and utility shareholders also need to be considered.348

4. Payment Avoidance by Location349

Q. Please explain the current issue for Nicor Gas regarding the definition of payment 350

avoidance by location (“PAL”).351
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A. Staff continues to define “payment avoidance by location” or “PAL” as “a repeated 352

pattern of intentional action taken to avoid payment for utility service used by customers 353

or occupants at a specific premises.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 6.  354

Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard continue to support the requirement 355

for “a ‘repeated pattern’ of payment avoidance because [they] do not want the new 356

power to be abused by denying every new applicant for any premises that happens to 357

have housed a previous customer who has left an unpaid debt.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., 358

Staff Ex. 2.0, 12:263-66 (emphasis added).  Nicor Gas has identified significant 359

deficiencies with Staff’s PAL proposal, and in particular opposes the definitional 360

requirement for a repeated pattern of “intentional” payment avoidance.  Lukowicz Dir., 361

Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 22:501-24:554 and 23:518-26.362

Q. Why does Nicor Gas oppose the requirement for a repeated pattern of intentional 363

payment avoidance?364

A. The goal of implementing PAL protections is to obtain an effective tool to prevent 365

increases in bad debt resulting from intentional payment avoidance schemes by occupants 366

of the same premises.  The requirement for a “repeated pattern” of intentional misconduct 367

is unreasonable on its face, and undermines the goal of implementing an effective tool to 368

prevent payment avoidance schemes.  Given the “intentional action” to avoid payment 369

standard, it is unreasonable and illogical to limit the PAL provisions to instances where 370

there is a “repeated pattern” of such misconduct.  This is tantamount to giving those 371

persons who “game” and “abuse” the system in this manner a free pass to essentially 372

defraud the utility—and its customers who foot the bill for uncollectible expense—out of 373

payment for utility services.374
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Moreover, the proposed rule’s reference to a “repeated pattern” of intentional 375

misconduct is vague and unclear, and could be interpreted to require more than two 376

instances of such intentional misconduct.  Since a “pattern” of conduct would generally 377

be considered to be at least two instances of some conduct, a repeated “pattern” arguably 378

requires at least 3 instances—and possibly more.  As indicated above, it is unreasonable 379

to require a utility to show two instances of intentional misconduct before it can take 380

protective actions with respect to a request for service that is part of a scheme to avoid 381

payment.  If the standard is to require three or more instances of intentional misconduct, 382

the result would be ludicrous and the PAL protections illusory.383

Q. Is Staff’s concern with potential abuse of this “new power” a legitimate concern?  384

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 12:264.385

A. While preventing abuse is, in general, a legitimate concern, Nicor Gas respectfully 386

disagrees with Staff if it believes there is a real risk of abuse regarding the invocation of 387

PAL protections by utilities.  Nicor Gas and other Illinois utilities already recover their 388

actual uncollectible expense pursuant to statutorily authorized uncollectible riders.  The 389

real beneficiaries of efforts to stop payment avoidance schemes will be other Nicor Gas 390

customers.  Since utilities will be implementing PAL protections for the benefit of 391

customers, there is no reason to assume that utilities will abuse this new power.  On the 392

other hand, we know there is a substantial and real problem with persons abusing the 393

system to intentionally avoid payment obligations.  The abuse that needs to be protected 394

against is the abuse of the system to avoid payment obligations.  395

Staff’s stated concern with utility abuse of the PAL protection power also seems 396

to ignore the PAL requirements of its proposed rule.  Staff ignores that the rule requires 397
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an “intentional action taken to avoid payment for utility service.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., 398

Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 6.  Clearly, there can be no abuse in situations where persons are 399

partaking in an intentional action to avoid payment for utility service; and this standard 400

will provide the Commission with the ability to stop or prevent any potential abuse.401

Q. Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard also testified as follows regarding 402

the PAL provisions:  “in our experience, utility policies are often aimed at leaving 403

the service on as long as possible in order to reduce the expense of field operations.  404

Allowing large debts to accumulate in order to “save” on field operations should not 405

be encouraged with a policy that might allow a utility to easily re-assign the debt to 406

the next unlucky occupant, regardless of that person’s lack of participation in any 407

scheme to get free service.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 12:257-62.  Do you 408

have any response to Staff’s statements?  409

A. Yes.  Staff’s allegation about utilities wanting to leave service on is totally off the mark 410

with respect to the situations where the PAL provisions would be implicated.  Indeed, a 411

PAL situation arises precisely because a utility has discontinued service, and service is 412

sought to be activated at the same premises in a different name.  Moreover, with respect 413

to delinquent accounts with a customer of record at the premises, I can affirmatively state 414

that the policy of Nicor Gas is to diligently pursue disconnection consistent with 415

applicable rules, laws and tariff provisions.  There is no benefit to leaving service on “for 416

as long as possible” for delinquent accounts that are eligible for disconnection.  Nicor 417

Gas not only fails to receive payment for its delivery services in that scenario, but also 418

fails to receive payment for utility provided supply.  This non-payment is contrary to 419

Nicor Gas’ financial interest.  The recent statutory introduction of uncollectible riders 420
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does not change a utility’s perspective because those riders are subject to statutory 421

provisions allowing the Commission to review the prudence and reasonableness of 422

actions to pursue minimization and collection of uncollectibles.  Moreover, Staff’s 423

indication that it wants to avoid a “policy that might allow a utility to easily re-assign the 424

debt to the next unlucky occupant, regardless of that person’s lack of participation in any 425

scheme to get free service,” ignores other language limiting or preventing application of 426

PAL protections in situations involving new tenants or the absence of intent to avoid 427

payments.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 12:260-62 and Att. J, pp. 6, 57-59.428

Q. You testified earlier that there is a substantial and real problem with persons 429

abusing the system to intentionally avoid payment obligations.  Please explain the 430

basis for that statement.431

A. Nicor Gas proactively began to monitor the turn on process in April 2009.  From May 15, 432

2009 to December 31, 2009, Nicor Gas monitored 4,298 turn on calls.  Based on the 433

results of our analysis of these turn on calls, an estimated 5% of these calls, with an 434

average outstanding balance of $1,527, were customers attempting to game the system so 435

as to obtain service but avoid payment.  When considering the 150,000 turn-on requests 436

Nicor Gas receives annually, an estimated 7,200 customers are gaming the system, with a 437

potential impact on charge-offs of $10,000,000.  These figures demonstrate that the 438

problem with customers attempting the game the system is significant and needs to be 439

addressed.  Under the repeated pattern requirement, none of the accounts involving 440

gaming would have been subject to Staff’s proposed PAL test.  Thus, I fail to see why 441

Staff views its PAL proposal as an improvement to address the issue of those persons 442

who choose to game the system.443
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Q. What language changes does Nicor Gas propose to remedy the issues with the 444

requirement for a “repeated pattern” of intentional misconduct discussed above?445

A. Both the definition of PAL and Section 280.210 should be modified to remove or delete 446

all references to “repeated pattern of” or “pattern of” and replace them with “any 447

occurrence of ….” 448

5. Transfer of Service449

Q. GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé recommended extending the 14-day period for a 450

transfer of service to a 30-day period, and asserted that customer confusion may 451

exist during this transition period.  Marcelin-Remé, GCI Ex. 2.0, 3:72-4:77.  Staff 452

panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard declined to accept this 453

recommendation, citing the failure of GCI to “address the effect of billing cycles and 454

bill due dates on its proposed period of 30 days.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff 455

Ex. 2.0, 13:283-88.  What is the Company’s position on GCI’s proposal to extend the 456

transfer period from 14 days to 30 days?457

A. Nicor Gas supports Staff’s decision to retain its proposed 14-day transfer period.  The 458

14-day period is a reasonable and adequate amount of time for a transfer of service to 459

occur.  Moreover, the application process for a former customer desiring to return to 460

service with no previous balance will take only minutes to complete.  The former 461

customer will also receive the benefit of an identity theft check included in the 462

application process.  In short, the transfer of service issue is and will be a non-issue for a 463

large majority of customers.  A customer with a past due balance can transfer the debt to 464

the new address within the 14 day period.  Extending the period to 30 days does not 465

accomplish anything that cannot be accomplished in 14 days, and does not change the 466
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amount owed or requests for payment.  The main difference is the amount of time the 467

utility is asked to carry the debt.  Finally, GCI’s claim of customer confusion is a red 468

herring.  To the extent that confusion exists, that same confusion will exist at 30 days that 469

exists at 14 days.  470

Q. LIRC witness Mr. Vondrasek appears to address the transfer of service issue by 471

proposing to change the definition of customer to include someone disconnected 472

within the past 30 or 60 days.  Vondrasek Dir., LIRC Ex. 2.0, p. 5.  What is the 473

Company’s response?474

A. Nicor Gas recommends rejection of LIRC’s proposal for the same reasons it recommends 475

rejection of the similar GCI proposal discussed above.  In addition, LIRC’s proposal is 476

made specifically in the context of a customer who has already been disconnected.  477

Disconnected customers have always been considered former customers, and this concept 478

should continue in the new Part 280.  It would be unreasonable to treat all disconnected479

customers as customers for 30 or 60 days after disconnection as proposed by LIRC.  480

Nicor Gas cannot support any process that would contribute to the already existing 481

problem of some customers using various protections and moratorium periods under 482

Part 280 to perpetually obtain utility service without payment.  This would only 483

contribute to additional unpaid obligations, and is not in the best interest of utilities or 484

their customers.485
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III. SUBPART B: APPLICATIONS FOR UTILITY SERVICE486

A. Section 280.30 Application487

1. General Response to Consumer Advocates488

Q. Does Nicor Gas have any general concerns with consumer advocates’ proposed 489

amendments to Section 280.30?490

A. Yes.  In general, proposals from GCI, LIRC and AARP seek to micromanage a utility’s 491

operations.  In doing so, these proposals not only serve to complicate processes that have, 492

historically, successfully protected our customers and the Company alike, but also will 493

impose additional costs.  It is Nicor Gas’ position that the imposition of additional costs 494

is neither appropriate, nor in the interests of customers, who ultimately will bear the 495

burden of these cost increases.496

In many respects, the proposals offered fail to recognize that it is in the 497

Company’s interest to add customers to its system.  However, the Company has an 498

obligation to all customers and its shareholders to add customers that meet minimum 499

qualifications.  The Company’s application process serves several important purposes.  500

First, it enables the Company to properly identify an applicant and obtain correct 501

information about the customer.  Second, it allows Nicor Gas to assess whether a deposit 502

is appropriate based on credit information specific to that customer, which benefits all 503

customers by trying to reduce uncollectible expense.  To that end, a deposit for service is 504

warranted in certain circumstances, and ultimately protects all customers.505
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2. Time Limits for Service Activation506

Q. What is the Company’s response to Intervenor proposals to shorten service 507

activation time limits? Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 39:1053-56; GCI Ex. 1.2, pp. 10-508

11; Musser Dir., AARP Ex. __, 5:8-11.509

A. GCI and AARP propose that service must be established within two days.  Alexander 510

Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 39:1053-56; Musser Dir., AARP Ex. __, 5:8-11.  Initially, I should 511

note that it is in the Company’s interest to establish service with a new customer as 512

quickly as possible, so that it can begin charging for service.  In many instances, 513

establishing service within a time criteria of 2 days can easily be met.  However, there 514

will be times that 2 days cannot be met.  Unexpected events arise from time to time that 515

impact the Company’s ability to get necessary personnel to a location to activate service.516

This proposal, in effect, seeks to “gold-plate” a Company process in order to 517

establish service.  Such a proposal is not reasonable, and comes with cost.  Once an 518

applicant becomes eligible for service, the Company will establish service as rapidly as 519

possible.  In order to meet the proposed 2 day standard to establish service, the Company 520

would require more personnel in order to comply, which will impose additional costs on 521

customers.  Further, as Staff properly notes, there are safety issues associated with 522

initiating service for a gas customer, which may require a site visit.  Agnew/Howard 523

Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 25:555-57.  Absent any evidence that delays in service activation are 524

endemic in the Company’s service territory, there simply is no reasonable basis to impose 525

the two day limitation proposed.  Nicor Gas agrees with Staff that the proposals by GCI 526

and AARP should be rejected.527
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3. Disclosures528

Q. Please respond to the Intervenor proposals for additional disclosures under 529

Section 280.30.  Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 5:106-6:134, Musser Dir., AARP 530

Ex. __, 4:15-21.531

A. GCI witness Ms. Alexander proposes several utility “disclosures” that she believes are 532

appropriate and should be required when communicating with new applicants.  Alexander 533

Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 5:106-6:134; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 7.  Again, GCI offers no real evidence 534

that the current process presents systemic problems.  The Company has a system in place 535

to provide applicants with necessary information.  Further, with regard to deposits, Staff 536

finds that the GCI’s proposals are unnecessary.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 537

17:372-75.  Staff also finds the GCI’s identification disclosure proposal unnecessary.  Id. 538

at 19:426-36.  Nicor Gas supports rejection of these proposals and agrees they are not 539

needed.540

4. Third Party Applications541

Q. Staff continues to retain the limitations on third-party applications in Section 280.30 542

notwithstanding objections to this language by Nicor Gas.  Agnew/Howard Reb., 543

Staff Ex. 2.0, 17:377-18:396.  Has the Company’s position changed from your direct 544

testimony?545

A. No.  Staff’s proposal is inappropriate for the reasons indicated in my direct testimony.  546

Lukowicz Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 8:156-78.  The Company’s proposal remains to keep 547

the existing rule language.  Nicor Gas estimates that adopting Staff’s proposal will 548

increase operating costs by approximately $534,000 annually.  The Company finds no 549

reason for the Commission to impose requirements that will drastically curtail, if not 550
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eliminate, the third party application process, as well as inconvenience and impose 551

additional costs on customers.552

Q. Please summarize the basis for your objections to Staff’s proposed limitations on 553

third party applications under Section 280.30 Applications.  Agnew/Howard Reb., 554

Staff Ex. 2.0, 17:377-18:396.555

A. Staff’s proposed language would effectively eliminate the practice of obtaining applicant 556

information from third-parties, and add yet another layer of time and inconvenience to 557

prospective customers.  If a utility must contact the applicant to confirm authorization, 558

there is no benefit for any party to accept information from a third-party in the first place.  559

Staff’s proposal would impose unnecessary costs on utilities—costs ultimately borne by 560

customers.  At present, Nicor Gas receives application information from a variety of 561

sources.  Indeed, it is common for Nicor Gas to accept application information from 562

many third-parties, including relocation services, home builders, realtors, and landlords.  563

Under the current Part 280, a utility can accept information from a third party and initiate 564

service.  The named applicant can call or e-mail changes before or after the date service 565

is started without penalty.  Accordingly, absent any rationale for injecting a confirmation 566

requirement into interactions with third-parties assisting applicants, the Company 567

proposes that the Commission maintain its existing rule language on this issue. 568

Maintaining the existing rule language will benefit prospective customers and utilities 569

alike.570

Q. Are there any other issues with Staff’s proposed language?571

A. Yes.  Staff’s proposed Section 280.30(c)(2) states that “[i]f a utility fails to verify 572

authorization, it shall not be entitled to collect for service.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff 573
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Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 7.  This language is overreaching, apparently prohibiting collection for 574

service in any and all situations involving the processing of an application via a third-575

party—even if the named applicant moves into the premises and uses the utility’s service.  576

This is unreasonable and, upon advice of counsel, raises legal issues that Nicor Gas 577

intends to address in its briefs.  In comparison, the current Part 280 contains much more 578

reasonable language, providing as follows:579

If a utility takes applications for service by telephone from third parties or 580

users who will not be the customers of the service, and if the utility does 581

not verify the third party or user application with the customer, the utility 582

shall not be entitled to collect from the customer of the service if the 583

customer disclaims any responsibility for requesting the service; provided, 584

however, that users will be responsible for paying for their use.585

83 Ill. Adm. Code 280.50(d).586

5. Forms of Identification587

Q. Staff rejected concerns and counterproposals presented by Nicor Gas and others 588

regarding Staff’s proposed identification limitations.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff 589

Ex. 2.0, 18:398-19:422. Please describe the issue and provide the Company’s 590

response?591

A. Staff’s proposal limits utilities to requiring a maximum of two forms of identification 592

(“ID”), and contains a non-exhaustive list of 15 IDs that may be required.  593

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, pp. 7-8.  Staff’s proposal also provides that it 594

is the applicant and not the utility who decides which forms of ID to provide from the 595

available list:596

The applicant shall have the opportunity to choose which form(s) of 597

identification to provide from the available list.  The utility may not oblige 598

an applicant customer to provide one form of identification in favor of 599

another, so long as the identification provided is valid and accurate.600
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Id. at 8.  My direct testimony explained that Staff’s proposal failed to provide adequate 601

protection for confirming an individual’s identity, and was vague and confusing as well.  602

Some of the acceptable forms of ID listed by Staff are not verifiable.  For example, while 603

both banking records and credit cards are on Staff’s list, neither banks nor credit card 604

companies would provide name, account, or other information in response to a third party 605

inquiry.606

Nicor Gas proposed an alternative requiring three forms of ID consistent with the 607

State of Illinois Secretary of State requirements for a driver’s license:608

Nicor Gas proposes that an applicant for service be required to provide up 609

to three forms of identification: two forms considered “primary” 610

identification, including one form of government issued picture 611

identification, and a third form considered “secondary” identification, if 612

necessary.  Primary forms of identification include: state issued driver’s 613

license, United States passport, state identification card, birth certificate, 614

social security number, other government-issued photo identification, 615

voter registration card, or military identification.  Secondary forms of 616

identification include: student identification, immigration documentation, 617

banking information, employment records, government 618

benefits/compensation records, W-2 or other employment records.  619

Commercial forms of identification include: Federal or State tax 620

identification number, notarized articles of incorporation, or a business 621

license.  Asking for up to three forms of identification, including one with 622

picture identification, after the applicant has already provided inconsistent 623

or incorrect information is both prudent and reasonable.  Further, I would 624

note that the State of Illinois requires four forms of identification when 625

applying for a driver’s license—including the originals of documents for 626

identification, along with a written signature on one document.  See Nicor 627

Gas Ex. 1.1.628

Lukowicz Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 11:233-48.  629

In response to the Company’s and other utilities’ concerns about being forced to 630

accept inferior and less reliable forms of ID, Staff pointed to its language in 631

Section 280.30(d)(2) stating “so long as the identification provided is valid and accurate.”  632
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Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 18:411-15.  Staff went on to state that “[i]f certain 633

forms of identification may take longer to verify or in the end cannot be verified after 634

appropriate efforts by the utility, then so be it.”  Id. at 18:416-17.  Staff’s response on this 635

issue is insufficient and contrary to its explicit goal of clarity, if not somewhat 636

disingenuous.  To be sure, the language about IDs needing to be valid and accurate is 637

there, but applicants will surely interpret the list of IDs that can be used—a requirement 638

of Staff’s proposal—to be acceptable IDs.  Presented with a list of acceptable IDs, most 639

individuals would reasonably assume that if he or she provides one of the accepted forms 640

of ID and it is not facially invalid (e.g., inconsistent photo or age), that it would be 641

accepted.  Immense confusion and frustration will result if utilities must state on one 642

hand that various forms of ID are acceptable, but on the other are compelled to reject 643

those same IDs because it is difficult or impossible to verify its validity or accuracy.644

For all the foregoing reasons, as well as the ID theft concerns expressed in my 645

direct testimony, Staff’s proposal should be rejected.  Nicor Gas’ alternative proposal is 646

reasonable and should be accepted.647

Q. GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé suggests that new applicants should not be 648

required to provide their social security number when applying for service.  649

Marcelin-Remé, GCI Ex. 2.0, 6:160-7:165.  How do you respond?  650

A. The Company agrees with Ms. Marcelin-Remé.  Should a customer decline to provide 651

their social security number, Nicor Gas has developed and utilizes a detailed process that 652

can be used in lieu of requiring a social security number.  Our process complies with new 653

Federal legislation designed to prevent identity theft at the time of the application.  654
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Accordingly, Nicor Gas has no objection to identifying a social security number as an 655

optional form of identification.656

B. Section 280.35 Revert to Landlord/Property Manager Agreements657

Q. Staff rejects the Company’s proposed modification to Staff’s Section 280.35 658

language regarding landlord/property manager agreements.  Agnew/Howard Reb., 659

Staff Ex. 2.0, 26:596-27:617.  What is the Company’s reply to Staff?660

A. Nicor Gas is in favor of using landlord agreements, but there are issues that need to be 661

addressed as explained in my direct testimony.  Lukowicz Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 662

12:261-15:357.  Nicor Gas currently uses landlord agreements and plans on 663

improvements that will automate the process.  Staff incorrectly made the statement and 664

believes that the utility’s desire is to avoid field visits and leave service active for lengthy 665

periods in the hope that it can later bill the party that it perceives received the most 666

benefit from utilities inaction.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 27:601-09.  Staff’s 667

position fails entirely to understand the Company’s legitimate concerns and desired 668

remedies.  669

In a landlord/tenant situation, disconnection of service following termination of 670

the customer relationship presents additional issues to consider.  In such a situation, a 671

building’s pipes may freeze and cause substantial damage to the premises without heat.  672

Nicor Gas has potential exposure to claims by landlords for damages resulting from 673

turning off gas service.  Nicor Gas desires to minimize that exposure while 674

accommodating the interest of landlords to maintain gas service at their properties by 675

having service placed in their names when there is no customer of record.  One means to 676

address this concern was to allow utilities the option of placing service in a landlord’s 677
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name.  This option seems to concern Staff.  Nicor Gas does not require this right if 678

Part 280 provides clear authority to disconnect service regardless of weather or time of 679

year when there is no customer of record in a landlord/tenant situation and no 680

landlord/property manager agreement.  This is fair to all stakeholders, and should reduce 681

costs and potential liability exposure for utilities and their customers.682

Section 280.35 should provide utilities with the option to shut-off gas service, 683

regardless of weather conditions or time of year, at locations where a landlord does not 684

participate in the landlord agreement program.  The Company proposes the following 685

language changes to Section 280.35:686

a) Intent: Describe the rights and duties of a utility and 687

landlord/property manager with respect to discontinuance of 688

service or assumption of billing responsibility and continuance of 689

service when a tenant vacates a premises and the utility has no 690

customer of record.  Also to describe the process whereby a utility 691

may, by prearrangement with a landlord/property manager, place 692

the service for a premises on a going forward basis into the 693

responsibility name of the landlord/property manager and continue 694

service to the premises when a tenant who had utility service in the 695

tenant’s name leaves the premises.696

b) Prearrangement to be in writing: The utility and landlord/property 697

manager shall agree in writing to prearrange the provisions of this 698

Section. The utility shall provide an example of its prearrangement 699

form in the utility’s tariff and maintain a copy of the form on its 700

website. So long as Tthe utility is able to contact and gain the 701

cooperation of the respective landlord/property manager for a 702

premises, it shall annually update the individual prearrangements 703

with each landlord/property manager so as to ensure accuracy. 704

Absent a written prearrangement with a landlord/property 705

manager, the utility shall not place service into the name of the 706

landlord/property manager’s name unless the landlord/property 707

manager contacts the utility to apply for service.  In the absence of 708

a written prearrangement with the landlord/property owner, a 709

utility may discontinue service to the vacant premises regardless of 710

time of year or weather conditions.711
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IV. SUBPART C: DEPOSITS712

A. Section 280.40 Deposits713

1. Credit Risks for Large Commercial and Industrial Customers714

Q. Staff rejects the Company’s proposal to add language to Section 280.40 to address 715

credit risks associated with large commercial and industrial customer accounts.  716

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 32:735-33:749.  Is Staff’s position reasonable?717

A. No.  First, Staff admits that it has limited experience is assessing the credit worthiness of 718

large customers.  Id. at 33:748-49.  It is in the interests of customers to limit such losses.  719

As such, there should be no objection to the Company seeking to limit losses that 720

ultimately will be borne by other paying customers.  Without additional language that 721

addresses large customers defaulting, existing rate payers are unfairly and unnecessarily 722

exposed to pay large amounts in the event of a default.723

Staff also states that the Commission should seek input from large customers 724

before amending the rule.  With due respect to Staff, this is a rulemaking and all parties 725

have had notice that a rule change could be implemented.  The Commission should not 726

use such reasoning to reject Nicor Gas’ proposal.  Meanwhile, as to its claim that Nicor 727

Gas’ proposal lacks standards, Staff misses the point.  The Company’s proposal offers 728

flexibility to all utilities, and allows each utility to develop a large customer policy that 729

best suits its operations.  Moreover, under the Company’s proposal the Commission will 730

be required to approve any utility proposal.  Consequently, the Commission can evaluate 731

and either accept or reject the standards that a utility may propose.  Accordingly, for the 732

reasons described above and in my direct testimony, the Company’s suggested 733

modifications to Section 280.40, as reflected in my direct testimony, should be adopted.734
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2. GCI Proposal to Prohibit Deposits After 24 Months735

Q. GCI proposes to remove the deposit requirement for any customer with 24 months 736

of service.  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 8:194-98; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 15.  Is this 737

proposal reasonable?738

A. No.  Simply removing a deposit requirement because the customer has been with a utility 739

for two years is contrary to good business practice.  There are circumstances where such 740

a customer represents a sufficient credit risk to require a deposit.  Staff recognized that a 741

customer’s credit risk could change for the worse notwithstanding 24 months of service, 742

and observed that current standards are not sufficiently granular with respect to deposits: 743

In the current 280, the customer who pays her bill every month without 744

fail, but just a little late, is treated as the same “risk” as the customer who 745

fails completely fails to pay for several months.  At the same time, 746

customers whose behavior was once less risky but then become high risk 747

are granted full immunity from the late paying deposit under the current 748

rule, simply by 24 months of tenure as a customer. While raising the 749

logical standard on lateness, we eliminate the illogical standard on 750

customer tenure. We believe our proposed rule on this subsection is fair to 751

all, and should not be altered.752

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 31:699-706.  Nicor Gas agrees that a deposit 753

prohibition after 24 months is not reasonable, and that Staff’s proposed rule strikes a 754

proper and fair balance.  Accordingly, the Commission should reject GCI witness 755

Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s proposal on this issue.  756

3. Credit Scoring757

Q. GCI and AARP propose amendments to Section 280.40 that would eliminate credit 758

scoring.  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 7:186-87; Musser Dir., AARP Ex. __, 759

5:17-18.  Are their proposals reasonable?760
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A. No.  Good business practice supports the use of credit scoring to assess a new applicant’s 761

ability and propensity to pay his/her bills.  It is proven practice that is non-invasive, and 762

is just one step of accepted business practices that should be incorporated into the turn-on 763

process.  Meanwhile, neither GCI nor AARP present any reasonable explanation as to 764

why such a generally-accepted method for evaluating new applicants is problematic.  765

Indeed, one would think that the members of GCI and AARP who pay their bills would 766

applaud the utility’s efforts to manage uncollectible expense.767

4. Deposit Notice Requirement768

Q. GCI also seeks to require utilities to abstain from assessing a deposit until after 769

notice is provided.  Alexander Dir., GCI Ex 1.0, 6:141-42; Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI 770

Ex. 2.0, 8:204-06; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 13.  Does Nicor Gas agree with this proposal?771

A. No.  This proposal simply adds another layer of process and cost, without any benefit.  If 772

a customer meets the requirements for a deposit, then a deposit can be properly assessed.  773

Requiring that a written notice be served prior to assessing a deposit serves no purpose, 774

other than delay.  Currently, Nicor Gas informs a customer of a deposit by letter, bill 775

message, or directly by phone depending on the circumstances.  Under the present rule, 776

so long as the deposit is properly assessed, the customer receives notice, and the customer 777

can inquire as to the reason for the deposit, there simply is no basis to adopt GCI’s 778

proposal.  As such, it should be rejected.779

B. Section 280.45 Deposits for Low Income Customers780

Q. LIRC proposes to exempt all low income customers from deposit demands, 781

including those for disconnection of service and tampering, and the immediate 782

refund of all deposits held against the accounts of low income customers upon the 783
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new rule taking effect.  Howat Dir., LIRC Ex. 1.0, 8:3; LIRC Ex. 1.3, pp. 2-3.  What 784

is Nicor Gas’ position?785

A. Staff rejected a low income deposit exemption for tampering, noted the significant 786

movement towards compromise by utilities not opposing the elimination of late payment 787

charges for low income customers, and indicated that any low income deposit exemption 788

for disconnection should not be absolute.  The Company generally concurs with Staff’s 789

views and supports rejection of a deposit exemption for tampering.  Agnew/Howard 790

Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 33:758-34:781.  Nicor Gas does not oppose the proposal that low 791

income customers be exempt from deposit requirements going forward after the new rule 792

takes effect.  However, given the current positions in other areas of the rule, Nicor Gas 793

cannot support refunding existing deposits for low income customers. 794

V. SUBPART D: REGULAR BILLING795

A. Section 280.50 Billing796

1. Bill Presentation Requirements797

Q. GCI witness Ms. Alexander proposes that Section 280.50 should be modified to 798

mandate that utilities provide a graphic comparison of current usage and 12 months 799

of historical usage.  Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 6:148-7:168; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 19.  800

Does Nicor Gas agree with this proposal?801

A. No.  802
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Q. Why?803

A. GCI’s proposal provides yet another example of an attempt to improperly micromanage 804

utility operations.  Moreover, to adopt this proposal would unnecessarily restrict a 805

utility’s ability to craft a bill that best meets the needs of its customers.806

Q. Please explain.807

A. The GCI proposal appears to assume that utilities do not care about their communications 808

with customers.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  For example, without the 809

requirements of a rule, Nicor Gas engaged in wholesale evaluation of bill presentation.  810

That exercise resulted in Nicor Gas substantially redesigning its bill in 2009: both the 811

appearance of its bill and the information contained in the bill.  These changes were 812

based on a detailed study of what customers wanted on their bill.  The study included 813

listening to customers participating in focus groups, which were conducted by outside 814

consultants.  Nicor Gas listened to its customers and designed a bill to meet customer 815

expectations, while complying with the Commission’s general requirements for a bill.  In 816

my opinion, it is far better for a utility to design a bill to meet its customer’s expectations, 817

rather than mandate requirements that may be unnecessary currently, or outdated in a 818

short period of time.  819

The GCI proposal also ignores the fact that there is a limit as to what can 820

physically be put on the bill.  The Company is in the best position to design its bill.  821

Further, increased customer demand to receive electronic communications and billing 822

requires a utility to be nimble and to adjust to customer demands and changing 823

technologies. A rule that is too prescriptive, such as the GCI’s proposal, does not benefit 824

customers.  For all of these reasons, the GCI proposal should be rejected.825
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2. Written Confirmation of Electronic Billing826

Q. GCI also proposes that utilities must have written confirmation from a customer 827

who chooses electronic billing.  Marcelin-Remé, GCI Ex. 2.0, 9:218-22; GCI Ex. 1.2, 828

p. 21.  How does the Company respond to this proposal?829

A. Nicor Gas agrees with Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s proposal.  However, the rule should be clear 830

so that the meaning of “written confirmation” includes electronic confirmation.  831

Otherwise, in the attempt to promote electronic communications, it would be inconsistent 832

to require a hard copy confirmation from a customer.833

3. Electronic Disconnect Notice834

Q. Does Nicor Gas have any comments on GCI’s proposal for electronic billing and 835

electronic disconnection notices?836

A. Nicor Gas agrees with Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s assessment and observations.  Electronic 837

communication is exponentially growing as indicated by customer demand for this type 838

of communication.  GCI Exhibit 1.2 states that customers who choose electronic billing 839

“must retain the right to have all notices, including disconnect notices…, by U.S. mail at 840

any time.”  GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 21.  Nicor Gas supports GCI on this concept.  Staff rebuttal 841

testimony for Section 280.130 Disconnection of Service states that “disconnection 842

represents such a serious escalation that it must be accompanied by a physical notice.”  843

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 73:1684-86.  Nicor Gas believes customers should be 844

allowed to choose if they prefer to receive their disconnect notice electronically or by 845

U.S. Mail, provided the appropriate process is in place to assure customer understanding 846

of their choice.  847
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VI. SUBPART E: PAYMENT848

A. Section 280.60 Payment849

1. Late Payment Charges850

Q. Please describe the issue regarding late payment charges and the Company’s 851

position.852

A. LIRC proposes that the rule be modified to eliminate the current cap of 1½% per month 853

for late fees in favor of a requirement that late fees be based on actual costs incurred by 854

utilities for processing late payments, including costs incurred to assure sufficient cash 855

working capital.  Howat Dir., LIRC Ex. 1.0, 8:22-9:8; LIRC Ex. 1.3, p. 2.  Staff does not 856

support LIRC’s proposal to change the late payment fee structure in the rule.  857

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 45:1037-46 and Att. J, p. 24.  Nicor Gas concurs with 858

Staff.  The current and proposed Part 280 adequately addresses this issue through an 859

appropriate cap, and allows the Commission appropriate discretion to approve late fees.860

2. Fee for Billing or Payment Method861

Q. GCI proposes that Section 280.50 should be amended to prohibit a utility from 862

charging fees to consumers based on their billing method.  Alexander Dir., GCI 863

Ex. 1.0, 7:169-8:190; Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 10:248-54; GCI Ex. 1.2, 864

pp. 22-23.  How does the Company respond?865

A. These proposals appear to miscomprehend the issue.  Nicor Gas is unaware of any utility 866

that charges a fee when payment is made via a particular payment method.  Indeed, Nicor 867

Gas does not have a tariff on file that charges a fee that is payment method-based.  Third-868

party vendors may charge a fee, but that fee does not benefit the utility.  For example, a 869
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customer that uses the U.S. Mail to pay a bill pays the U.S. Post Office the cost of a First 870

Class stamp.  The Company does not receive that fee.  Rather, the customer has selected 871

the method of delivering payment to the Company, and pays that vendor for its services.  872

GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé also states that, as an alternative to these third-873

party fees, the utilities should bear the cost of bill payment processing.  Marcelin-Remé 874

Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 10:248-54.  While I am not an attorney, I have been advised that her 875

proposal is contrary to the Public Utilities Act.  In particular, utilities are allowed to 876

recover their costs to serve customers.  As such, Nicor Gas would be allowed to recover 877

its costs.  In reality, it appears that GCI is seeking to have such costs socialized among all 878

utility customers. From a policy perspective, it does not seem reasonable to have certain 879

customers subsidize the payment methods of other customers.  For example, if Customer 880

A pays his bill using the U.S. Mail, he has paid $0.44 for that payment method.  In 881

contrast, Customer B wants to pay a bill using a credit card or through a currency 882

exchange, the fee for using either of those payment methods may be larger.  Meanwhile, 883

Customer C may pay her bill electronically.  The fact that a utility accepts all of these 884

methods of payment does not lead to a conclusion that the cost for these various payment 885

methods should be socialized.  Nor is it a question of fairness.  Rather, the customer has 886

the choice to select the payment method that is most convenient.  The cost of their choice 887

should not be socialized, or subsidized, by other customers.888

Staff rebuttal testimony notes that such fees are more often the result of third-889

party vendor fees for handling payment methods, and did not accept this proposal.  890

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 44:995-1012.  Nicor Gas concurs with and supports 891
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Staff’s position to reject proposals to prohibit utilities from charging fees for any 892

payment method.893

B. Section 280.70 Preferred Payment Date894

Q. Does Nicor Gas have any comments on Staff’s and Intervenors’ testimony on 895

Section 280.70 Preferred Payment Date?896

A. Yes.  Staff suggest that “[w]hen a customer pays late two times in a 12 month period, the 897

utility shall notify the customer of the availability of a preferred payment due date.”  898

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 25.  GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-Remé then 899

proposes this process be expanded by adding two steps to the process.  First, the utilities 900

ask these customers what date they received funds and secondly, the utilities be required 901

to set the preferred payment date within 2 days of that date.  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI 902

Ex. 2.0, 11:268-72.903

Q. Can you highlight some of the issues that might be caused with what GCI is 904

proposing?905

A. Nicor Gas submits there are considerable problems with fulfilling these 906

recommendations.  Since the eligibility for preferred payment date is not changing.  907

Nicor Gas would be notifying hundreds of thousands of customers to reach a much lower 908

number of customers that may be eligible.  In 2009, Nicor Gas identified approximately 909

700,000 customers that had two or more late payments, of which the vast majority do not 910

meet eligibility requirements.  Additional calls would be generated only to have the 911

customer find out they are not eligible.  An estimated incremental $450,000 would be 912

incurred to meet Staff’s notification requirements and additional expenses.  This is 913
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overkill when compared to the number of customers that would benefit from a preferred 914

payment date.915

Q. What would Nicor Gas propose for Section 280.70 Preferred Payment Date?916

A. Nicor Gas certainly agrees with the concept of informing customers of the benefit.  This 917

can be accomplished by adding this information to new customer information packet.  918

Web sites, as well as annual bill inserts.  This information would be available to all 919

customers’ not just late paying customers.  No modification of Staff’s proposed rule is 920

required.921

C. Section 280.80 Budget Payment Plan922

Q. Does Nicor Gas have any rebuttal issues regarding Section 280.80 Budget Payment 923

Plan?924

A. Yes.  As discussed elsewhere, it is now clear that some parties propose that other sections 925

of the rule be interpreted or modified to require utilities to pay interest on all credit 926

balances, regardless of the basis for the credit balance.  If the proposed rule requires 927

utilities to pay interest on all credit balances regardless of how it arose, then utilities 928

would be required to pay earned credit on budget payment plan credit balances (pursuant 929

to Section 280.110(d)) but not allowed to charge late payment fees under those same 930

plans. This result is unbalanced and inequitable, with utilities penalized on both sides of 931

the equation.  The exclusion of late payment fees is also unreasonable.  The customer is 932

failing to make the payment they are obligated to make under the budget billing plan they 933

have agreed to undertake.934
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Q. What does Nicor Gas propose?935

A. If the proposed rule requires payment of interest on budget payment plan balances, then 936

the prohibition against late payment fees with respect to budget payment plan payments 937

in Section 280.80(i), as well as the duplicative prohibition in Section 280.60(d)(3), should 938

be deleted.939

VII. SUBPART F: IRREGULAR BILLING940

A. Section 280.90 Estimated Bills941

1. GCI Proposed Forfeiture of Collections942

Q. Please respond to GCI’s proposal for a forfeiture of collections if a utility issues 943

more than two consecutive estimated bills and Staff’s response.  Marcelin-Remé 944

Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 13:327-31; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 28; Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 945

52:1198-53:1204.946

A. GCI proposes the forfeiture of collections if a utility issues more than 2 consecutive 947

estimated bills.  Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 13:327-31; GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 28.  948

Preventing collections due to more than 2 consecutive estimated bills is disproportionate 949

and unreasonable.  In addition, this concept provides an incentive to customers to create 950

estimated read situations.  Staff agrees with the general concept that there should be 951

consequences for failing to read meters, but did not accept GCI’s proposal.  952

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 53:1201-04.  Staff concluded that it is not aware of 953

authority that would permit the proposed forfeiture of collection.  Id.  Nicor Gas agrees 954

with Staff’s assessment that there is no authority for such a provision and rejection of 955

GCI’s proposal.956
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2. GCI’s Mandatory Reads for Starts/Stops957

Q. Please describe Staff’s proposed language regarding meter readings for beginning 958

and ending service?959

A. Staff’s proposed language is contained in proposed Section 280.90(d) and provides as 960

follows:961

d) Meter readings for beginning and ending service: Unless a utility 962

has taken an actual reading of the meter within the past 60 days, it 963

shall take an actual reading of the meter as prescribed in this 964

subsection. The utility may satisfy the requirement this subsection 965

on the day before or the day after the beginning or ending date if 966

that date falls upon a non-business of the utility967

1) On the beginning date of service for a new customer so 968

long as the new customer has provided the utility with at 969

least five days advance notice of the start date, and so long 970

as the customer provides the utility with access to the 971

meter.972

2) On the ending date of service for a customer who is 973

stopping service, so long as the customer has provided the 974

utility with at least five days advance notice of the end date, 975

and so long as the customer provides the utility with access 976

to the meter.”977

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, pp. 28-29.978

Q. GCI recommends that actual meter reads be required for all start/stops.  Marcelin-979

Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 1.2, pp. 28-29.  What is Nicor Gas’ response?980

A. Nicor Gas routinely asks customers requesting to end service if they would prefer to have 981

an estimated read for their final bill.  Sixty percent (60%) of the customers in 2009 have 982

chosen this option.  This option has proven to be a convenience to the customers during 983

their move process.  Those customers who started their utility service with an estimated 984
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read may have their meter read within 60 days of the start.  These customers may also 985

contact the utility with their own reading or schedule an appointment.986

Nicor Gas proposes to allow customers to continue to choose whether to use an 987

estimated or an actual reading when stopping service.  Customers beginning service may 988

choose to continue to use the estimate for the previous stop, call in their own read or set 989

up an appointment for a read.  In any case, customers must provide access to the meter 990

for an actual read.  Staff observes the benefit of mandatory starts/stops outweighed the 991

cost.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 53:1215-22.992

Q. What is Staff’s position on this issue?993

A. Staff continues with their original proposal, prohibiting an estimated read if an actual 994

read has not occurred in the past 60 days.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, 995

pp. 28-29.  Nicor Gas agrees with Staff’s proposed criteria for a meter read within 996

60 days of a start/stop.  This appears to be reasonable approach to addressing this issue.  997

This compromise provides language that will allow a utility to adapt existing processes to 998

obtain more accurate information and meet Staff’s criteria which sets a maximum time 999

period.1000

B. Section 280.100 Previously Unbilled Service1001

Q. In response to concerns expressed by MEC that Staff’s language for unbilled service 1002

payment plans might be read to allow concurrent use of the various payment plans 1003

under Part 280, Staff indicates that it was not their intent to allow the concurrent 1004

use of payment plans and proposes adding the following new language to the end 1005

Section 280.100(e)(2) to eliminate any potential confusion: “provided however, that 1006
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neither the special payment arrangement nor the DPA nor the MPA may be used 1007

simultaneously unless it is agreed to by both the utility and customer.”  1008

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 54:1240-47.  What is the Company’s response to 1009

Staff’s proposal?1010

A. Nicor Gas supports Staff’s proposal to add language to Section 280.100(e)(2) to clearly 1011

specify that multiple types of payment plans cannot be used concurrently.1012

VIII. SUBPART H: PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS1013

A. Section 280.120 Deferred Payment Arrangements (“DPAs”)1014

Q. Please describe Nicor Gas’ overall view of Staff’s proposed new language for DPAs.1015

A. Staff did a commendable job of cleaning up and clarifying the DPA provisions of 1016

Part 280, with an emphasis on providing additional information to customers.  Proposed 1017

Section 280.120 is clear and sets forth the duties, obligations and rights of utilities and 1018

customers with respect to deferred payment arrangements.1019

Q. Does Staff’s proposed Section 280.120 provide customers the ability to obtain 1020

reasonable payment arrangements?1021

A. The proposed language allows every customer sincerely interested in doing so a clear, 1022

meaningful and beneficial opportunity to enter into a deferred payment arrangement.  The 1023

rule establishes eligibility, minimum and maximum payment term, and identifies factors 1024

to be considered in arriving at a payment term.1025

Q. How does Nicor Gas respond to the proposals to expand eligibility for DPAs?  GCI 1026

Ex. 1.2, pp. 32-36; Howat Dir., LIRC Ex. 1.0, 10:14-20.1027
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A. Staff’s proposed language continues two reasonable limitations on DPA.  Proposed 1028

Section 280.120(b)(1) prohibits the use of multiple DPAs in a single 12 month period 1029

absent successful completion of the first DPA.  This limitation in no way prohibits a 1030

customer from having an opportunity to obtain an initial DPA, and nothing else in the 1031

rule otherwise limits DPAs.  Second, proposed Section 280.120(k)(2)(C) limits 1032

renegotiations of DPAs to situations where a DPA is not in default.  Again, this is a 1033

reasonable limitation.  A customer is allowed to renegotiate the terms of a DPA to 1034

address changed financial conditions, but must not wait until after failing to make a 1035

payment to seek such renegotiation.  Staff’s rule also allows reinstatement by making all 1036

payments otherwise due under the DPA.  The proposals to expand the eligibility for 1037

DPAs by eliminating these common sense limitations should be rejected.1038

Q. Please describe the recommendations made by GCI witness Ms. Alexander?1039

A. GCI witness Ms. Alexander proposed the following modifications to Section 280.120:1040

1) Utility shall provide the terms of renegotiation in letter form at the 1041

time customer enters into arrangement.1042

2) The utility shall inform the customer that it will offer DPAs based 1043

on the customers circumstance, etc.1044

3) Applicant’s ability to pay shall be taken into consideration when 1045

offering a DPA.1046

4) Utility must send written confirmation of the specific terms of the 1047

DPA within 3 business days.1048

5) Down payment and length should be determined by customer’s 1049

ability to pay.1050

6) Utility may charge a reinstatement fee for the first defaulted DPA.1051

7) Customer must respond 14 days from the utility’s letter issuance of 1052

the renegotiated terms for reinstatement.1053
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8) Customer may renegotiate a DPA within 14 days after defaulting 1054

from the original DPA.1055

9) Utilities should accept DPA’s as a condition of reconnection.1056

Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 8:191-10:245, 21:574-28:757;GCI Ex. 1.2, pp. 32-26.1057

Q. Please describe the modifications to Section 280.120 recommended by AARP 1058

witness Mr. Musser.1059

A. AARP witness Mr. Musser proposed the following modifications to Section 280.120:1060

1) DPAs need to be flexible and address individual customer 1061

circumstances.1062

2) Customers should receive written confirmation of a DPA.1063

3) Provisions should be made to allow customers to dispute terms of a 1064

DPA.  Utility shall provide the terms of renegotiation in letter form 1065

at the time customer enters into arrangement.1066

Musser Dir., AARP Ex. __, 9:22-10:9.1067

Q. How did Staff generally respond to these proposals?1068

A. Staff did not alter its proposal other than to add a provision regarding overlapping 1069

arrangements.  While Staff was not directly opposed to the concepts raised by GCI and 1070

AARP regarding terms being flexible based on customer ability to pay, but was not ready 1071

to support their proposed changes without some compromise to retain the balance in the 1072

rule.  With respect to the proposal for a separate notification of DPA terms, Staff 1073

responded that they sought to provide better information for customers and complaint 1074

handlers by requiring the terms of the DPA to be included on bill statements.  1075

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 60:1364-64:1463.1076

Q. What is the Company’s position on the proposals to require utilities to offer DPAs 1077

based on specific customer information such as household income, payment status, 1078
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previous payment plans, usage profile, and other factors?  Alexander Dir., GCI 1079

Ex. 1.0, 21:574-28:757; Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 16:411-17:447; Musser 1080

Dir., AARP Ex. __, 10:10-14.1081

A. The proposals to micromanage customizable DPA’s should be rejected.  The rule has 1082

reasonable and practical guidelines in this regard.  Utilities are not social service 1083

organizations or financial counselors.  We make every reasonable effort to work with 1084

customers, and will do so consistent with the reasonable guidelines set forth in Staff’s 1085

proposed rule.  Utilities cannot be in the business of making business decisions based on 1086

the proactive examination of individual customer circumstances.  If Nicor Gas was 1087

required to consider all the factors listed, the variations would be endless.  This would put 1088

an unreasonable burden on utilities and their customer service representatives.1089

Q. What is the Company’s position on the proposals to provide even more information 1090

to customers? Marcelin-Remé Dir., GCI Ex. 2.0, 15:386-16:409.1091

A. The proposed rule has adequate and reasonable information requirements.  The other 1092

informational requirements are an obvious attempt to micromanage this process, and it 1093

should be rejected.1094

B. Section 280.125 Deferred Payment Arrangements for Low Income 1095

Customers1096

Q. Please describe the proposal by LIRC regarding use of DPAs for reconnections by 1097

low income customers.1098

A. LIRC witness Mr. Howat makes the following proposal:1099

A first payment agreement shall be offered to [low income] customers 1100

who have received a termination notice or who have had service 1101

disconnected for 120 days or less.  The initial agreement shall allow for 1102
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equal monthly payments of the past due amount over a minimum of 1103

twelve months. Low-income customers who have had service 1104

disconnected for more than 120 days shall be offered a payment 1105

agreement that provides for payment of the past due amount over a period 1106

of at least six months.1107

Howat Dir., LIRC Ex. 1.0, 10:14-20.  Mr. Howat also stated that consistent with his 1108

proposal “reconnection of service following disconnection after expiration of the winter 1109

shutoff moratorium should not be denied low-income households who agree to the terms 1110

of a reasonable payment plan and pay up to 1/12 of the outstanding arrearage.”  Id. at 1111

12:6-9.  Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard neither objected to nor 1112

supported this proposal, but rather sought input from other parties.  Agnew/Howard Reb., 1113

Staff Ex. 2.0, 71:1621-28.  Staff also noted that both the current and proposed Part 280 1114

contain provisions allowing for limited reconnection during the winter without full 1115

payment for all residential heating customers.  Id.1116

Q. What is the Company’s response to this proposal?1117

A. Proposed Part 280 contains many protections for consumers in general and low income 1118

customers in particular.  Under Section 280.125(d) and (e), the proposed provisions 1119

provide for low income customers allow for a second DPA and waiver of the 1120

reinstatement fee.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 36.  Nicor Gas believes 1121

that the existing proposed protections are reasonable and adequate, and does not support 1122

adoption of LIRC’s proposal at this time.1123
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IX. SUBPART I: DISCONNECTION1124

A. Section 280.130 Disconnection of Service1125

1. Electronic Disconnect Notice1126

Q. Staff opposes Nicor Gas’ proposal to allow electronic disconnect notices if electronic 1127

notices are elected by the customer.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 73:1678-86.  1128

Please respond.1129

A. Staff would require a physical disconnection notice regardless of customer choice to 1130

receive notice electronically.  The voice of the customer should be acknowledged in Part 1131

280.  Green initiative should also be included in Part 280, particularly when sought by 1132

customer.  1133

2. Telephone Call Before Disconnect1134

Q. Staff’s continues to require a telephone warning call before physical disconnection.  1135

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 75:1731-76:1734. How does Nicor Gas respond?1136

A. I opposed this language in my direct testimony based on the potential impact of this 1137

requirement on the safety of our employees.  Lukowicz Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 19:427-1138

20:461.  Upon giving further consideration to Staff’s response, I note that the requirement 1139

of Section 280.130(j)(1) requires “a warning call to the customer a minimum of 24 hours 1140

prior to the scheduled disconnection ….”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, 1141

p. 40.  Upon a closer reading of Staff’s proposed rule, it should be possible to comply 1142

with Staff’s proposal consistent with concerns for worker safety.  Nicor Gas has 1143

reconsidered and does not object to Staff’s proposed rule as written.1144
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3. Reasons for disconnect1145

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ position on Staff’s language in proposed Section 280.130(c)?1146

A. Proposed Section 280.130(c) is a list of items that are not valid reasons for disconnection.  1147

To address concerns raised regarding non-payment of charges for on-bill financing, Staff 1148

agreed to limit the exclusion of non-utility services by adding limiting language to the 1149

exclusion:  “Charges for non-utility services, unless otherwise authorized by Illinois 1150

statute.”  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 73:1667-74.  Nicor Gas supports this 1151

change.  However, certain other minor edits should be made so that the rule is clear.  1152

Section 280.130(c)(4) should also be revised to read “Charges for non-utility equipment 1153

or merchandise, unless otherwise authorized by Illinois statute.”  On-bill financing can be 1154

used for energy efficient equipment as well as “services,” so the “unless otherwise 1155

authorized” language is appropriate here as well.  In addition, since meters and other 1156

items may be considered to be “equipment,” this provision should be limited to “non-1157

utility” equipment.1158

X. SUBPART K: RECONNECTION1159

A. Section 280.170 Timely Reconnection of Service1160

Q. GCI and ComEd proposed changing the timeline for service reconnection and Staff 1161

rejected these proposals.  GCI Ex. 1.2, p. 52; Walls Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 12:254-56; 1162

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 86:1959-74.  What is the Company’s response? 1163

A. Staff’s proposed timelines are fair, and should remain in the final rule.  Agnew/Howard 1164

Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 86:1959-74.  Nicor Gas supports Staff’s reasoning and conclusion.1165
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XI. SUBPART L: UNAUTHORIZED SERVICE USAGE1166

A. Section 280.190 Treatment of Illegal Taps1167

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ position regarding the proposal to add language to address the 1168

recovery of costs from customers of record who benefit from an illegal tap?1169

A. As an initial matter, with respect to Section 280.190, Nicor Gas notes and appreciates that 1170

Staff accepted Nicor Gas’ proposal to limit utility obligations to situations where 1171

customer-owned facilities are readily visible or accessible.  ComEd seeks the addition of 1172

language at the end of proposed Subsection 280.190(g) that would allow utilities to 1173

recover from a customer of record “all related expenses incurred by the utility” when it 1174

discovers that the customer “benefitted from, cooperated in or acquiesced to the tap.”  1175

Walls Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 13:259-64.  Staff does not object to this proposal in general, 1176

and seeks input from others as to recovery from the customer of record of “related 1177

expenses” where the customer of record benefitted from an illegal tap.  Agnew/Howard 1178

Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 87:2004-88:2006.  Nicor Gas concurs with ComEd’s proposal.  Based 1179

on the general principal that cost causers should be the cost payers, a customer that 1180

benefits from, cooperates in, or acquiesces in an illegal tap should bear the expense of the 1181

utility investigation to discover and remedy that situation.  Nicor Gas notes that similar 1182

language is already contained in Section 280.190(e)(2) of the proposed rule for third 1183

parties, and that the rule recognizes that third parties can be customers of the utility:1184

If the utility identifies the third party and finds that the third party is 1185

currently a customer of the utility on another account, the utility is 1186

authorized to bill that third party’s account for the excess usage which is 1187

not attributable to the customer whose line had been tapped plus all 1188

related expenses incurred by the utility.1189
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Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, p. 55 (emphasis added).  While the existing 1190

language may cover this situation, ComEd’s proposed edits would make it clear that any 1191

customer of record can be responsible for related expenses if it turns out that customer 1192

benefitted from the illegal tap.1193

B. Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by Location (PAL)1194

Q. Staff declined to amend its PAL language.  Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 1195

88:2019-89:2048.  How does Nicor Gas respond?1196

A. I have already addressed Staff’s “repeated pattern” of payment avoidance requirement in 1197

connection with the definition of PAL in Section 280.20, and will not repeat that 1198

discussion here.  Unlike many other recommended changes in Part 280 which have not 1199

identified a specific problem to be remedied, we know that payment avoidance by 1200

gaming or abusing the system is a real problem that needs to be addressed.  Nicor Gas is 1201

confused as to why Staff will not address this issue in a meaningful way at this time.1202

Gaming occurs at the time of the application process.  In the typical scenario 1203

Customer A and Customer B are roommates at the same premises.  Utility service is in 1204

the name of Customer A.  Customer A owes Nicor Gas $500.  Nicor Gas turns 1205

Customer A off for nonpayment.  Rather than pay the delinquent balance, Customer B 1206

calls Nicor Gas and requests service at the same premises in his name.  The current Part 1207

280 prevents the utility from denying Customer B service in this scenario.  A new utility 1208

account is established in Customer B’s name and Customer A still resides at the same 1209

premises owing $500.  Customer A’s account balance will be sent to a collection agency 1210

and possibly written off.  Customers A and B have abused the system to avoid payment 1211

in this scenario.1212
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In a sampling of accounts conducted by Nicor in 2009, 5% of the customers were 1213

found to be “gaming” the system to avoid payment under the above scenario.  Projecting 1214

the sample size amongst all customers, this is estimated to be an impact to charge off of 1215

$10 million.  Under Staff’s PAL proposal as written, not one customer found to be 1216

gaming the system under our study would have met Staff’s threshold for PAL.  While this 1217

is principally due to the “repeated pattern” requirement discussed above, other 1218

requirements in Section 280.  Under Staff’s PAL proposal, customers will be allowed to 1219

incur debt with their utility.  When a customer’s balance rises to a point of a threat of 1220

disconnection or actual disconnection, another household member will be allowed to 1221

place utility service in his/her name without any consequences.  The original debt will be 1222

written off.  The write off will be offset pursuant to the statutorily authorized bad debt 1223

tracker and will ultimately be passed on to all other customers.1224

Q. Is Staff’s desire to move with “extreme caution” valid?1225

A. Proposed Part 280 is filled with many new and expanded protections that are being 1226

pursued without “extreme caution.”  While we appreciate that Staff believes it is offering 1227

some movement on PAL, the current version of the PAL section would be totally 1228

ineffective and, based on current information, would not appear to justify the costs of 1229

implementing that program.  At minimum, several key fixes to the current proposal are 1230

required.  The repeated pattern requirement needs to be eliminated, as discussed above 1231

regarding the PAL definition.  As noted in my direct testimony, Staff’s other proposed 1232

PAL language is so complex and restrictive that it is unlikely that all of the criteria will 1233

ever be met simultaneously.  Lukowicz Dir., Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 23:527-34.  The 1234
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minimum fixes to Staff’s proposed language in subparagraph (d) of proposed 1235

Section 280.210 are the following:1236

d) Denial of Service:Protections:1237

1) Denial of service: The utility may deny service in PAL 1238

situations where all the following conditions are met:1239

A) New application for service is received within 48 1240

hours of the same day as disconnection;1241

B) The applicant resided in the same premises with the 1242

previous customer of record for the last 60 days1243

entire time during which the arrearage accrued for 1244

disconnection;1245

C) The previous customer still resides at the premises;1246

and1247

D) The amount outstanding for service at the premises 1248

is at least 1/6th 75% or more of the estimated annual 1249

charges for the premises.; and1250

E) The premises has previously experienced PAL 1251

within the past five years.1252

2) Deposit: In PAL situations where all the following 1253

conditions are met, the utility may require a deposit prior to 1254

service:1255

A) New application for service is received:1256

1) Within 48 24 hours of disconnection; or1257

2) Within 48 24 hours of collection activity; or1258

3) Within nine months after a disconnection 1259

and within 24 hours after the utility is 1260

contacted by the previous customer to 1261

inquire about restoration; and1262

B) The applicant resided in the same premises with the 1263

previous customer for the last 90 60 days during 1264

which the arrearage accrued for disconnection; and1265

C) The previous customer still resides in the premises; 1266

and1267
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D) The amount outstanding for service at the premises 1268

is at least 1/6th 50% or more of the estimated annual 1269

charges for the premise s; and 1270

E) The premises has previously experienced PAL 1271

within the past 10 years.1272

XII. GCI REQUEST FOR PERIODIC DATA REPORTING1273

Q. GCI witness Ms. Alexander proposed the addition of 26 specific data collection and 1274

reporting requirements.  Alexander Dir., GCI Ex. 1.0, 17:428-20:557.  How does 1275

Nicor Gas respond?1276

A. The Commission is the entity that regulates Nicor Gas and other Illinois utilities.  Nicor 1277

Gas regularly works with Staff and the Commission to respond to information requests.  1278

GCI has not identified any information problem experienced by the Commission.  To the 1279

extent any party seeks relevant information in connection with a Commission proceeding, 1280

it is my understanding there are processes in place to address the exchange of 1281

information.  The Commission issues various reports based on information supplied by 1282

utilities, including the Commission’s Annual Report on Electricity, Gas, Water and 1283

Sewer Utilities.  Commission reports, and the information contained therein, are 1284

generally available to the public.  With respect to GCI witness Ms. Alexander’s reference 1285

to a report issued by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners’ 1286

(“NARUC”) Consumer Affairs Subcommittee, I would observe that the report she quotes 1287

“recommend[s] a collections survey as the tool to gather the data.”  Id. at 15:369-70.  I 1288

would also note that the NARUC report cited by GCI also discusses high level aggregate 1289

data on billings and uncollectible amounts much different from the detailed information 1290

she recommends be reported.  There is no demonstrated need for the reporting 1291
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requirements proposed by GCI, and Staff has not sought such information requirements 1292

in the rule.  GCI’s proposal should be rejected.1293

XIII. CONCLUSION1294

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony?1295

A. Yes.1296




